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Home » Topics » Management » Notes » BCG Matrix BCG Matrix was developed by Bruce Henderson of boston consulting group in the early 1970s. Boston Consulting Group has established a tool called BCG Matrix to categorize the company's products related to the overall product life cycle. The life cycle of the product depends on the
observation that the product develops, similar to the pet, through different stages of maturity, the different amount of resources needed and produced. The BCG matrix places each product that the company offers according to the growth rate of the business and the relative market share product control. The main purpose of the BCG
matrix is to decide the priority of the investment for Companies with a portfolio of products / BUs BCG matrix are used to evaluate product/business profiles, cash requirements of products, product development cycles, and resource allocation and decision-making. Buying these notes divestment in PDF Firms Format can use this 2 x 2
matrix as an investigative tool to analyze portfolio, strategic management, product management and brand marketing. BCG Matrix plans a business unit or product offer based on the first two cores is market growth, and the second is market share. Structure of the BCG matrix question mark: They do not generate profits unless the
company decides to invest resources to maintain and increase market share (become a potential star). They have a high demand for liquidity, and companies will have to ask the question: Invest or give up the product? Star: These are good products for They are also regarded as the industry's leaders. The strategy is to increase these
products by making the right investments to track growth and maintain a position of strength. These products require a lot of cash, but also lead to the profitability of the company, they are becoming a progressive 'cash cow' with market saturation. Cash Cow: These are mature and profitable products and interesting cash. But it needs to be
replaced because future growth will decline. They must be profitable because they can finance other activities that are in progress (including 'stars' and 'question marks'). Dogs: These products are positioned in a declining and highly competitive market, and companies want to get rid of them as soon as they are too expensive to maintain.
The company will have to decide whether it continues to inject liquidity, otherwise it will eliminate the 'dog' in the near future. The benefits of bcg matrix BCG matrix are simple and easy to understand. It allows users to quickly and simply screen open opportunities to him and helps to think about how he can make the most of them. Used to
specify how to use enterprise cash resources to add Future growth and profitability BcG Matrix BCG matrix limitations create a structure for resource allocation between different business units and enable quick comparison of many business units. But the BCG matrix has many disadvantages. The BCG matrix categorizes low and high
businesses, but in general, businesses may be moderate as well. Therefore, the true nature of the business may not be reflected. High market share doesn't always lead to high profits. High costs are also associated with high market share. Growth rates and relative market share are not the only indicators of profitability. This model
ignores and overlooks other indicators of profitability BCG MATRIX uses only two dimensions, relative market share and market growth rate. Problems in getting information about market share and market growth To summarize, bcg matrix is a convenient tool that allows companies to determine the status of different departments and/or
products. Buying these notes in pdf format, the BCG version is based on product life cycle theory that can be used to determine the priorities that should be provided in the product portfolio of the business unit. The company should have a portfolio of products with both high-growth products that require cash flow and low-growth products
that generate a lot of cash. 2D: Market Share and Market Growth The fundamental idea behind it is that the bigger market share the product has, or the market of products grows better for The company placed the product in the BCG matrix, resulting in 4 categories in the company's portfolio: 1. Use a lot of cash and be a leader in the
business, so they should generate a lot of cash. - Often in the balance of net cash flow. However, if necessary, it should be tried to hold shares because the prize will be a cash cow if market share is retained2. Cash cow (=low growth, high market share)- Profits and cash generation should be high , and due to low growth, the necessary
investment should be low. 3. Dogs (=low growth, low market share)- Avoid and reduce the number of dogs in the company - beware of 'turning around the plan'- Question mark (= high growth, low market share) - Cash is the worst of all because of high demand and low returns due to low market share. - If nothing is done to change market
share, the question mark will absorb a lot of cash, and later, when growth stops, the dogs. - Invest heavily or sell out or invest anything and generate any cash. Increasing market share or delivering cash, bcg methods can help understand the frequent strategic mistakes: having strategies tailored to all sizes, such as general growth targets
(9 percent per year) or general return of capital, say 9,5% for all. In this situation: Cash cow business units will easily beat profit targets. Their management has an easy task and is often praised in any way. What's more, they are often allowed to invest a lot of cash in their business, which is growing and no longer growing, B. Dogs
Business Units struggle with impossible battles, and even worse, investments are happening now and in a desperate attempt to 'turn the business around'. Question marks and star business units receive medium investments, in this way they can't become cash cows. These SBUs should be invested enough to help them achieve real
market dominance and become a cash cow (or star) or other companies are supposed to disinvest and try to get what is going to be cash out of the un choice question mark. Some of the limitations of the Boston Consulting Group matrix include: high market share is not the only success factor, the growth of the market is not the only
indicator for market attractiveness, sometimes dogs can get even more cash, such as the cash cow book: Carl W. Stern, George Stalk - a book of cash. Strategy View from Boston Consulting Group - Vs. BCG Matrix: GE / McKinsey Matrix | Positioning the management model further, the BCG Matrix method is the best known portfolio
management tool. It was developed in the early 70s by the Boston Advisory Group. The BCG matrix can be used to determine the priorities that should be given in the product portfolio of a business unit. The company should have a portfolio of products with both high-growth products that require cash flow and low-growth products that
generate a lot of cash. Matrix Boston Consulting Group has 2D: market share and market growth. The basic idea behind it is: if a product has a bigger market share, or if the product market grows faster, it is better for The four-part company BCG Matrix placed the product in the BCG matrix, providing 4 categories in the company's
portfolio: Star (high growth, high market share). The stars are using a lot of cash. Stars are leaders in the business, so they should generate a lot of cash. Stars are often rough in the balance of net cash flow. However, if necessary, any effort should be made to hold your market stake in the dow, because the prize will be Cash Cows if
market share is retained. Cash cow (low growth, high market share) Profits and cash generation should be high, since low growth, the necessary investment should be low. Cash cows are often the stars of yesterday and they are the foundation of dog companies. low market share growth) Avoid and reduce the number of dogs in the
company, beware of expensive 'rescue plans'. Dogs must send cash, otherwise they will have to liquidate. Question mark (high growth, low market share) The question mark looks like the worst cash of all because they have high cash demand and generate low returns due to their low market share. If market share remains unchanged, the
question mark will absorb a lot of cash. Invest hard or sell out or invest anything and generate any cash you can. BcG matrix and one size fits all strategies, the BCG matrix method can help understand the mistakes of strategies that are frequently made: being single fits all strategic approaches, such as general growth targets (9 percent
per year) or general return on capital of 9,5% for all companies. In this situation: Cash Cows business units can easily achieve profitable goals. Their executives have an easy task. Executives are often praised in any way. What's more, they are often allowed to invest a large amount of cash in a mature business. Dog business units are
fighting an impossible battle, and even worse now and then, investment is made. These are desperate attempts to flip the business around as a result, question marks, and all stars have just been a moderate investment fund. In this way, they can not become cash cows. These SBUs should be given enough investments to help them
achieve real market dominance and become cash cows (or stars) or other companies are advised to disinvest, then they can try to get possible cash from an unselected question mark. If a company can use the experience curve for the sake of it, it should be able to produce and sell new products at low enough prices to gain early market
share leadership. When it becomes a star, it is destined to be profitable. The BCG model is useful for managers to assess the balance in the company's current portfolio, dow, cash, question marks and dogs. BcG methods apply to large companies seeking volume and experience effects. This version is simple and easy to understand. It
provides a base for management to make decisions and prepare for future operations. Some limitations of the BCG matrix, some limitations of the Boston Consulting Group matrix include: it neglects the effects of coordination between business units. High market share is not the only success factor. Market growth is not the only indicator
for market attractiveness. Sometimes dogs can earn more cash as cash cows. Problems in getting information about market share and market growth There is no clear definition of what constitutes a market, high market share does not necessarily lead to profitability at all times. The model uses only two dimensions - market share and
growth rate. This can be tempting. To focus on specific products or diving prematurely. Businesses with low market share can be profitable as well. This model neglects small competitors with fast-growing market share. Book: Carl W. Stern, George Rod - Perspective on Strategy from Boston Advisory Group - Special Interest Group
Strategic Portfolio Management Special Interests Group (1531 Members) The highest-rated discussion topic on strategic portfolio management Here you will find the most valuable ideas and practical advice. Advanced insights into strategic portfolio management Here you will find expert advice, combining bcg matrix (market share/market
growth rate) with market profit/market growth rate MatrixCombining market situation with our profitability (...) error of using the MatricesPortfolio portfolio, best practices management using bcg matrix (...) BCG matrix review matrix BGC matrix (...) causes of decline using bcg matrix (...) various sources on strategic portfolio management.
Here you will find powerpoints, videos, news, etc. to use in your own lectures and workshops. Definition of differences and relationships between resource, capability, capability, capability, and core capabilities Core (...) Risk Diversification Strategy and Portfolio Management Enterprise Strategy Enterprise Portfolio Management Center
Enterprise (...) How to create a BCG matrix using the BCG matrix, microsoft excel creation in Excel (...) BCG on enterprise strategy is enterprise strategy, enterprise strategy, enterprise strategy implementation (...) introduction to portfolio analysis BCG MatrixUnderstanding using BCG matrix using BCG matrix management BCG matrix (...)
vs. BCG matrix: McKinsey matrix | 3D Business Requirements | Positioning | Strategic categories return to the management center: decision-making and valuation SCB 1 Marketing | Strategies, how to manage models and additional theories
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